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							Experience Matters.
     Commitment Matters.
             Results Matter.
 Your Rights Matter
           Your Case Matters
           Winning Matters
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						About Graves McLain Injury Lawyers 

						Serious Lawyers For Serious Injuries

						Graves McLain Injury Lawyers is a top-rated Tulsa, Oklahoma law firm with extensive experience in serious injury claims arising from medical negligence, auto accidents, nursing home abuse, and brain injuries. You don’t have to be wealthy to have the best representation. 
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								Why Choose 
 Graves McLain Injury Lawyers?  

									Services offered on a contingency fee basis, meaning clients never pay anything upfront
	Aggressive representation and compassionate, personal service
	Offering free consultations


							

							
								
									The highly accomplished Tulsa personal injury lawyers of Graves McLain Injury Lawyers have recovered millions in verdicts and settlements for the firm’s clients. The trial attorneys have decades of combined experience helping victims of negligence in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and the surrounding areas.
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					Award Winning Recognition

					The firm’s talented litigation team is nationally recognized, earning accolades and recognition from:
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					We Are Committed 
 to Excellence

					Serious injuries can have long-lasting physical and mental consequences. In addition, a negligent accident can cause financial hardship. At Graves McLain Injury Lawyers, the attorneys are dedicated to obtaining justice for victims of negligence. 

Whether an individual has been hurt in a motor vehicle accident or by a medical professional’s careless actions, we have the experience and skills to recover the compensation they deserve. The firm’s legal team will work tirelessly to understand the full weight of a client’s injuries and how they have affected their life.

In some cases, clients suffer catastrophic injuries that will impact their lives forever. Life-altering injuries often lead to higher financial stakes. The firm’s litigation team is nationally recognized for its tenacity in the courtroom. We will fight to protect a client’s rights and hold negligent parties accountable. 

				

			

		


		
			
				
					
						Reputation for Outstanding Service 

						Serious injuries can have long-lasting physical and mental consequences. In addition, a negligent accident can cause significant financial hardship. At Graves McLain Injury Lawyers, the attorneys are dedicated to obtaining justice for victims of negligence. 

					

					
						The AV Preeminent is a peer-reviewed rating, recognizing attorneys for their:
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						It is the highest rating any attorney can earn. Only the top ten percent of lawyers from each state have achieved the AV Preeminent.

In addition, members of the firm’s legal team have been selected as “Rising Stars” by Super Lawyers Magazine for a number of years. Attorneys W. Chad McLain and Rachel E. Gusman have been included in the top 2.5 percent of lawyers and recognized for their successes in the courtroom.

					

				

			

		


		
			
				
					What Our Clients Say 
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														My orthopedic doctor recommended Graves McLain Injury Lawyers, to me following the need for revision hip surgery due to a hip from Stryker that was putting poison into my system. The doctor took care of the hip, and Graves McLain Injury Lawyers, took care of the legal case. They were very thorough, professional, courteous, and always ready to answer the questions I had throughout the length of the case. In a word, the entire office is fantastic. I’m sure they were tired of my inquiries on the case’s progress, but they did not show it. They were always willing to respond and were very positive. If I ever have a claim in the future, they will be the first group to whom I reach out.
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														Graves and McLain did a great job on my case. I didn’t feel any stress during the process. I live out of town and was able to submit any forms by email or fax. The operator was very friendly as well as the other associates I spoke with. For heaven sakes that I am ever in this position again i will definitely let Graves and McLain handle my case.Thank You all your hard work.
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														The best compliment we can receive is a referral from our clients. The following are true testimonials, reviews, and ratings left by our clients.  We would greatly appreciate you taking the time to write or place a review of our firm.
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														I have been working with Chad McLain for two years. He has helped me get my case resolved in a professional, compassionate, and very smooth way. I wasn’t just a number in this lawsuit which included many others. This firm has made me feel like I was the only one. Amy C. has also been amazing. She was always so very kind each time I contacted her with questions. Her character shines through, and I’m so thankful she was there for me. I would definitely suggest that anyone who might need a lawyer for a medical lawsuit to choose Graves McLain Injury Lawyers law firm.
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														I was referred to Graves McLain Injury Lawyers through an Uber passenger. I reached out and was connected with Miss Angela, who made me feel so comfortable. She was very upfront with everything and kept a very open line of communication. I got to work with Amy W. & Amy M., who were two fabulous ladies who helped wrap up my case. When I thought I would be screwed with trying to get somewhere with the insurance company, these ladies came to the rescue. Without a doubt, I would contact them again, and I will recommend them to others. Thanks again!
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														Graves McLain Injury Lawyers was there for us when we didn’t really know how to move forward with our Round Up claim. They worked very hard for us and kept us informed. Couldn’t of done this without them. Thank you Graves McLain Injury Lawyers
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														I had 10/10 experience with Rachel and the team from Grave’s McLain. I had been feeling overwhelmed with medical bills from a car accident that wasn’t my fault, and the long list of things that had to be done that I had to figure out how to do myself. They put my mind at ease and handled everything perfectly. I’ll definitely use them again if the time comes!
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														Graves McLain Injury Lawyers Law Firm recently handled a difficult legal situation for our family. From the beginning, we were treated with respect and concern. The entire staff is top-knotch in the realm of customer care. Mr. McLain’s knowledge, experience, and counselling was reassuring as our case progressed to the best conclusion achievable. Anyone needing assistance with serious issue should contact Graves McLain….”Serious DOES matter to them!”
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						Meet The Team 

						Graves McLain Injury Lawyers  is a top-rated Tulsa, Oklahoma law firm with extensive experience in serious injury claims arising from medical negligence, auto accidents, nursing home abuse, and brain injuries.
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													Melissa E. Webb

													ATTORNEY
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													Shea A. Bielby
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						Why Choose 
 Graves McLain Injury Lawyers?
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							When individuals or their family members are seriously injured due to someone’s careless actions, they deserve justice. Unfortunately, many insurance companies protect their bottom line at the expense of accident victims. Between medical bills and property damage, individuals and families can experience long-lasting financial hardship.

Insurance companies often pressure accident victims into accepting settlements lower than they deserve. If not, they may prolong the claims process. In some cases, a claim may be delayed until the statute of limitations has passed. Some claims may be denied completely, forcing hurt individuals to navigate a complicated appeals process.

When people suffer serious injuries in a negligent accident, it is important to have an experienced attorney. The personal injury lawyers of Graves McLain Injury Lawyers will put their client’s best interests first. The firm’s highly sought after legal team has a comprehensive knowledge of personal injury law. We understand that the success of a claim depends on the ability to effectively demonstrate how injuries impact the daily lives of the clients.
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						What Types Of Damages Can Be Recovered in a Personal Injury Case 
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						The attorneys of Graves McLain Injury Lawyers are committed to recovering the maximum compensation for clients. We have won millions in settlements and verdicts. We have represented clients entitled to the following damages:

	Medical bills for surgeries and treatment
	Medical equipment or devices
	Physical and occupational therapy
	Home modifications
	Disability-related costs
	Pain and suffering damages
	Emotional distress
	Loss of enjoyment of life
	Lost income if you cannot work
	Loss of future earnings
	Possible punitive damages


We will take the time to properly assess the unique situation and estimate the total value of a claim. Every accident is different. Speaking to an experienced personal injury attorney will help determine the best course of action.

					

				

			

		


		
			
				
					
						How our Personal Injury Attorneys Handle a Case 

						The lawyers of Graves McLain Injury Lawyers have earned a strong reputation among their clients and peers for their hard work and dedication. We will:

	Fully investigate the claim
	Retain necessary medical experts and investigators
	Identify all liable parties
	Send demand letters
	Gather critical evidence
	Negotiate a fair settlement
	Prepare and file all documents


Most personal injury cases are settled out of court. However, claims with significantly higher financial stakes may require tough, aggressive litigation. If the injury claim must proceed to court, the firm’s lawyers have been ranked in The National Trial Lawyers Top 100.
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									Justice for Victims of Serious Injuries 

A serious injury can happen to anyone, and the severity of the injury has the potential to turn worlds upside down. A traumatic injury can have far-reaching and long-lasting repercussions.

If an individual has sustained a significant injury – such as an injury to the brain or spine, a dog bite, or a severe burn – then the personal injury attorneys at Graves McLain Injury Lawyers can help them receive maximum compensation.
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									Justice for Victims of Car Accidents 

Every day, reckless and distracted drivers wreak havoc on Oklahoma roads. Negligent car accidents cause thousands of serious and deadly injuries across Oklahoma. In some cases, motor vehicle collisions lead to catastrophic injuries, including:

	Traumatic brain injuries
	Loss of limb or amputation
	Spinal cord damage resulting in paralysis


Broken bones and back and neck injuries, like whiplash, are common in car accidents and require lengthy recovery times. 

Accident victims often miss work while watching as the mountain of medical bills increases. Serious motor vehicle accidents can be overwhelming. 
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									Justice for Victims of Medical Mistakes

Patients rely on doctors and healthcare professionals to diagnose and treat them properly. When doctors and healthcare professionals make mistakes, the consequences can be devastating.

Negligent medical mistakes may include:

	Failure to diagnose
	Failure to treat
	Surgical errors
	Birth injuries
	Prescription drug errors


If a healthcare provider failed to follow the accepted standard of care resulting in injury or death, patients or their families may have recourse in filing a medical malpractice claim. 
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									Justice for Victims of Dangerous Drugs 

Dangerous drugs can cause significant harm or death. Cases involving hazardous drugs can include:

	Wrong prescription or dosage
	Failure to warn of possible side effects
	Manufacture defect
	Contamination


Patients have a right to safe and effective medication. Whether the drug is an addictive opioid, improperly tested, or poorly made, the firm’s dangerous drug attorneys will fight for the compensation they deserve. 
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									Justice for Victims of Dangerous Products 

Consumers put all their trust that the products they purchase are safe for their families and themselves. When negligent designers or manufacturers create a product that is dangerous, consumers can sustain serious and life-threatening injuries.

Dangerous product law is complex and requires a highly knowledgeable attorney. Whether a child suffered injuries related to a defective toy or an individual has been harmed by a mechanical car failure, injury victims deserve a strong advocate by their side. 

At Graves McLain Injury Lawyers, the firm’s dangerous products attorneys will hold negligent parties accountable for the injuries they have caused and recover the compensation individuals and families need to move on with their lives.
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											Mental Health and Personal Injury: Seeking Compensation Post Car Accidents

										
										Psychological injuries can be just as debilitating as physical ones after a personal injury accident..
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											Child Safety in Cars: The Latest Innovations

										
										The landscape of child car safety is rapidly evolving, driven by technological advancements and a co..
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											The Legal Process for Recovering Damages for Scarring and Disfigurement from an Accident

										
										Survivors of serious car accidents probably count themselves lucky to have come through the incident..
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